
VOLUME-PRESERVING TRANSFORMATIONS
IN SEVERAL COMPLEX VARIABLES1

ARNE MAGNUS

In this paper we study pseudo-conformal mappings, that is, trans-

formations of four-dimensional continua by means of pairs of analytic

functions, w(zi, z2), zi(zi, z2), of two complex variables zu z2. In particu-

lar we study volume-preserving transformations, that is, mappings

in which the volume of any four-dimensional domain D in the ziz%

space equals the volume of the domain Di into which D is carried

by the mapping (zi, z2)—»(m, v). As in the case of mappings by means

of one complex variable, we adopt the convention that the volumes

of regions which are covered by mappings more than once are counted

with their multiplicities. It may be pointed out that the investigation

of these maps constitutes a genuine "several variable" problem, since

the corresponding maps associated with one complex variable reduce

to trivial translations and rotations.

A particularly interesting subclass of the class of volume-preserv-

ing transformations is the class of mappings which are also univalent,

that is, mappings which are one-to-one in both directions. Some

families of such mappings will be exhibited.

The study of volume-preserving pseudo-conformal maps is sug-

gested by the work of Bergman and others [l]2 on pseudo-conformal

maps of given domains which minimize the volume under certain

conditions. Since the solutions of such minimum problems are de-

termined only up to an arbitrary volume-preserving mapping, the

investigation of the latter may prove to be useful in arriving at cer-

tain unique extremal mappings characterized by geometric properties.

It is easy to see that the volume V\ of the pseudo-conformal image

£>iof 7? is [1, p. 138]

C C   C C\ d(u'v) 2
Vi =    I   I     II   —-   dx1dx2dy1dy2, Zj = x,- + %yh

J J d J J   | d(zi, z2)

where
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d(u, v)
—- = «.,-»», ~ uZ2-vzl
d(zi, z2)

is the Jacobian of the transformation. Our problem thus reduces to

the investigation of pairs of functions (u, v) satisfying

d(u, v)
—-   = 1.
d(zi, Z2)

Without loss of generality we may further restrict ourselves to the

study of

d(u, v)   =    «„ «„

d{zu 22) vZl   vZl

It is well known [3] that the general solution of the partial dif-

ferential equation (1) can be represented in the form

z\ = p + wq,        z2 = q — wp,        u = p — wq,        v = q + wp,

where w = w(p, q) is an arbitrary function, and the parameters p and q

are restricted by

1 + Wpp-Wgg — (wPg)2 ?± 0.

However, this form of the solution is not suitable for our present

purposes.

The linear transformation

u = azi + 0z2, a   0

v = 7Z1 + 5z2, 7    8

satisfies (1); and, if (w(zi, z2), v(zx, z2)) and (U(zlt z2), V(z\, z2)) are

two solutions of (1), then the composite transformation (U(u, v),

V(u, v)) is also a solution of (1). Combining these two results, we see

that we may normalize any pair of solutions (u, v) so that

u = Z\ + higher powers of Zi and z2

and

» = z2 + higher powers of z\ and z2

are the Taylor expansions about (0, 0).

If u and v are polynomials, we may write

m n

(2) « = E/<(zi. Zs). » = E *<(2l. z»).
»-X t-X
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where the fi's and 0,'s are homogeneous polynomials of ith degree.

Inserting (2) in (1), we obtain

dfi_    dfi_

™     dzx     dz2
(la) 1 = E

,-,y=i    d<pj     d<$>j

dZi     dz2

The Jacobian d(ft, <pj)/d(zu z2) is a homogeneous polynomial of de-

gree i+j—2. Comparing polynomials of the same degree of homo-

geneity on the right- and left-hand sides of (la), we arrive at the

following system of differential equations:

dU        du

'       3zi dz2
(3) 2_, = Si,u i = 1, • • • , m +»— 1.

M-i     d(t>i+i-^    d<t>i+i-i,

dzi dz2

In (3) we set/„ = 0 and 0,+i_M = O whenever the indices it and i+l — it

lie outside the intervals [l, m] and [l, n), respectively.

Theorem 1. If u= El>i/<(zi> z2) and v= E"-i $»(zi, z2), where the

fi's and (pi's are homogeneous polynomials of ith degree, satisfying the

differential equation

uZl-vZl — uZl-vZl = 1;

then

(4>/-,-2>,£ „"      V.-.     /   .0<-«/-o^.fi^r..

E   "7.a II ("7.«0
.   a=l J       a=l

w^ere it = 0, L • • • , w+w —3, /0=/_i= • • • =0, <Ae er's arc con-

stants, and the sum without limits is to be extended over all combinations

of non-negative integral exponents vy,a satisfying

n-l

(5) E (» _ a)vy,a = p. — y.
a-l

The proof of Theorem 1 depends partly upon the following lemma:

If gm~\ and <p„ are two homogeneous functions in Z\ and z2 of degree

m— X and m, respectively, then gm_x = F(<p„) implies
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gm-x = c\-<bn , cx constant.

The proof of Theorem 1 proceeds by complete induction on /*. The

equations (3) are solved one by one starting with i = m-\-n — l, or

difm, 4>n)   _

3(zi, Z2)

This gives fm = Fi<p„) or, by the lemma,

m/n

Jm   —   CQ-<pn      ,

which agrees with (4).

Using (4) for n = 0, • ■ ■ , X — 1 we are now able to write equation

(3) with i = m-\-n— X — 1 in the form

d(/m-x — 77(<£n, • • • , #i), <bn)  _

3(zi, z2)

where 77 is the expression for/m-x in (4) save for one term, cx-0im~x)/B.

Thus

fm-\ — Hi<bn, • • • , 4>i) = Fi<f>n)

or, by the lemma,

r -rrf \ (m—X)/n
fm-\ —  77(#„,   •  •  •   , <j>l)   =   C\-(pn

Thus the proof is complete when we show that the sum of Jacobians

on the left-hand side of (3) can be written as the single Jacobian

above. Performing the indicated differentiations in (3) and using the

identities

d<bj dcj>j d<bk d<j>k
pizu z2)-■     pizi, z2)- pizi, z2)-     p(zu z2)-

3zi dz2 dzi dz2

d<j>k d(j>k d<l>j d4>j

dzi dz<i dzi dz2

and

d<j>n d<t>n
x(±   ^ Pizi,z2)—    piZl,z2) —
di<pn, <f>n) dzi dzi

pizi, z2)-= =0,
dfa, z2) d<pn d<j>n

dz\ dzi

we may write the left-hand side of (3) as the sum of two kinds of
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determinants. Those of the first kind are of the form

d<bj dcj>j
Pizi, z2) -     pizi, z2)-

dzi dz2

d<bn d(bn

dzi dz2

Grouping these determinants properly and adding a proper multiple

of

3(0n, <K)
- »
3(zi, z2)

we obtain

3(/n,-x, <t>n)       3(77, (j>n)

3(zi, z2) dizlt z2)

The determinants of the second kind are of the form

d<f>j d<bj
Pizi, 22)-p(zi, z2)-

3zi dz2

d<pk d<bk

3zi dz2

where both j and ft are different from ra. These determinants however

cancel each other in pairs.

In order to establish that all determinants that appear in the proof

(and no others) really are present, it is necessary to apply (5) for

various values of p. (and 7). We may establish the needed inequalities

for the subscripts a of the <pa as follows: If Jv,a= L then

n-l

n — P ^ (ra - P)vy,a ̂  E in — «)"t.« = M — Y>
a—1

or

n — 0 ^ n — y.

The proof of Theorem 1 depends on the homogeneity of /,»_„ and

<£„, but not directly on the fact that these functions are polynomials.

One may, therefore, extend the above method to a wider class of

functions than pairs of polynomials.

For m^fJL^m+n — 3 we have /m_^ = 0, so that (4) is then an

equation between the <p,'s alone. We may obtain another formulation
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of Theorem 1 as follows. We first write v binomially as

n-l

»  =  <t>n +  E 4>a

and expand z»(m_'y)/n in the binomial series

(«-7)/n       -A  / (m - y)/n\    (m_T)/„_
» =      2^   I ) *n (0n-l +   •  •   •   + 0l)*T

(6) S7=° V        Sy        '
A      „    / (W - T)/»\ 57! (m-Tj/n-^ ^     PT,a

where the sum E' is to be extended over all combinations of non-

negative exponents Vy,a satisfying

n-l

E "y." = sy
a—1

The function C_1,/,,_'7II"-1 <t>«y,a is homogeneous of degree

n—1 n—I

W —  7  —  MS7 +   2~I "•''T.a  =  W—  7  —  E(W  —  a)"7.a-
o=l a—1

Thus, for terms in (6) of degree m — it, we have

n-l

E  (»  —  oO^.a   =  /* - 7l

which shows that the sum of the terms in (6) of degree of homo-

geneity m —it is exactly the coefficient of cy in (4). Therefore, the sum

of all terms of degree of homogeneity ^ 3 — n in

m+n— 8

(7) E «,•»<—■">'"
7-0

equals
m+n—8

(8) E /«-*•

The sum (8) equals w for « ^2. For » = 1, we have

m

u = azi + 0z2 + E ^(7Zi + 5z2)",        » = 7Zi + 5z2,

where
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a    0
= 1.

7    5

The multiple series (6) converges when |<£B|-1- Ea-1 \4>a\ <L that

is, when

n-l

(9) r-"Y.\<t>«\ <r~n\4>n\,
o-l

setting r= [|zi| 2+|^| 2]1/2. If we let (zi, z2)—>(oo, oo), we may show:

1. r-» r-0,,1 ^r-"Ea:l |*«| —>0; 2. (9) is fulfilled if r~"\<pn\ >e>0;
3. r~" zj| —»0 if and only if r~n|$B| —K). Combining these results with

(7) and (8), we obtain another formulation of Theorem 1:

Theorem 2. If u and v are two polynomials of degrees m and ra

(raj^ra), respectively, in the complex variables z\ and z2, which satisfy

««,-»*, — «»,-»*! = 1,

then there exist constants Co, • ■ ■ , cm+„_3, and to every e >0 there exists

a constant M = A7(e), such that

\zi\>M,   |z2|>37   and    [ \ zx |2 + | z212]-"'2- | v \ > e

implies

m+n—Z

«~    E     C7-I)(m-T)/n     <   If- [|Z!I2 + | Z2 |2](~"+2)/2.

7=0

We note that the zeros of 0„ lie on ra two-dimensional planes

through (0, 0) and are therefore determined by ra complex numbers

Zi-z2~1=ft,-, * = 1, • ■ • , ra, where some or all ft,- may be ». We may

easily prove that r"n|(/>„| —>0 if and only if z^-z^1 approaches some ft,-.

Thus the condition [|zi| 2+|z2| 2]~n/2- \v\ >€>0 as (z,, z2)—►(<», °°)

is satisfied for all values of Zi-z^1 except in a neighborhood of each ftf.

We shall now apply Theorem 1 to determine all maps in which

ra = 2 or ra = 3.

Theorem 3. If u and v are polynomials of degrees m and ra (w^ra),

respectively, satisfying the equation

««i*°«i ~ **«*'"«i = I-

fftera ra | m for ra = 2 or ra = 3.

This means that w = wr and v = vr may be built up from the solution

Mi =az1+0z2, fli=7Zi-f-5z2 of (1) through successive solutions u„ v,

(«' = !, • • • , r) of (1) by means of the constructions u,+i = u„ vr+i
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= z/,+P(w„); or u,+i = u,-\rP(vr), v,+i=v„ where P is a polynomial.

For, \in\m, thenfm = co<p%/n, so that

Mr_l   =   Mr  —   Ca-Vmtn, Vr-\   =  Vr

is again a solution of (1) where the degree mr-\ of ur-\ is less than w.

Repeating this process until the degree m, of u, is less than w, we see

that m,= l and p = 2. Thus

M2 = azi + 0z2,  »2 = 7Z1 + Sz2 + ^4(azi + 0z2)2 + J3(aZi + 0Z2)3

and ur = u3 = u2-{-P(v2), vr = v3 = v2 where P is a polynomial.

To prove Theorem 3, we first consider n = 2. We assume w is odd.

Then fm = c0-4%/2 = co(azi+0z2)m and </>2=(azi+0z2)2 = &2. Inserting

the expression for <£2 in (4), we see that the exponent of h is

E = m — y — 2vyA = m — 7 — 2(n — 7) = w — 2it + 7 ^ w — 2p.

Thus Emia = m — 2u, the minimum of £, is attained only when 7 = 0

and vq,i = u. The corresponding term in (4) is

(m/2\  m_2/1    „
col \h       -d>i.

We choose it so that m — 2p,<0, multiply (4) by h2ll~m~l, and see that

h\<t>i = Z2 for normalized solutions. Thus &=0z2 and 02 = /32z2. Inserting

0i = z2 and <p2 = P2zl in (4) with u = m— 1, we obtain

Zi = /1 = E polynomials in z2,

a contradiction. Thus 2\m. In particular, « = 2 and w = 3 is impos-

sible. Next we consider n — 3, rap^O (mod 3). Since (w, 3) = l,/m

= c0-(f>3/3 implies cp3 = h3. The exponent £ of A is then

E = m — y — 3(vy,i + vy,2),

subject to the restriction

(5) 2i>7,i + VyA = it — 7.

Solving for vy,2 and inserting in E, we obtain

£ = m — 3,t + 27 + 3fT,i ^ m — 3p.

The minimum Emin = m — 3u is attained only for 7 = 0, ^0,1 = 0 and

»'o,2=M- The corresponding term in (4) is

/ m/3\ m-%„   „
col fh       -<b2.

Again we choose it so that m — 3it<0, and obtain
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ft | <t>2> <S>2 = h-rii.

Repeating this argument twice, we first see that h2\<p2 and next (re-

stricting ourselves to even values of /*) that h\<pi. Thus ft = 0z2 and

Zi=fi= E polynomials in z2, which is the desired contradiction. One

may prove in general by an extension of this method that (ra, m) = 1

and thatw = 6, ra = 4 are impossible. It therefore seems reasonable to

conjecture that all polynomial solutions of (1) may be built up from

Mi = Zi, Vx = z2 in the manner described following Theorem 3, or that

ra| m or m\n.

Leaving the polynomial solutions of (1), it is easily seen that

1
u = Zi + -—F(azi + 0z2)

a

(10) 1

v = z2-F(azi + 0z2), aP ?* 0,

where F is an entire function, is a solution of (1). Here

(11) au + 0» = azi + 0z2

which makes it evident that the map (10) is univalent. By (11) any

member of the family of the parallel analytic planes

azi + 0z2 = 7 (7 complex constant)

is translated into itself by the vector i(l/<x)Fiy), — (1/0) T^)). Other

families of univalent volume-preserving maps are

u = Z\ +F(z2),        v = z2,

u = zi,       v = z2 + F(zi);

and

(12) u = zi-eF(*i-*2\        v = Zi-«-'<i'*\

with wz; = ZiZ2. Thus the analytic surfaces

Zi • z2 = 7, 7 complex constant,

are invariant under the map (12).

To extend (10) and (12) to ra variables, we choose ait • • • , an and

Xi, • • • , Xn so that

n n

e x» = 0,    n«. ^ 0

and set
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X.-     / A       \
(lOrc) Ui = Zi-\-F[ 2^ oi,zA, i = 1, • • • , »,

a<      \ v=i /

where

n

X) <*vZ„ = 7, 7 complex constant,

are the invariant 2« —2 dimensional hyperplanes. In

(12«) Ui = Zi-e^to'^), i = 1, . . . , n,

the 2n — 2 dimensional surfaces

71

^ z„ = 7, 7 complex constant,
»=i

are invariant. Both (lOn) and (12w) are invariant volume-preserving

transformations satisfying

3(«i, •••,«!.)  _

d(zi, • • • , z„)

The map (12) is suggested by the addition formula for ez. Applying

the addition formulas for enz and tan z in a similar manner, we obtain

the following univalent but not volume-preserving maps:

u = zre^"'^"-'™)
(13) *   *

v = z2-e~(1/m)i?(*j"*™),      w, w positive integers,

and

«+*(t^) *> + f(^^)
\1 + ZiZ2/ \1 + ZiZ2/

(14) M = -j t> = -
/Zl — Z2\ /Zi — z2\

1-zjl-) l-z^l-)
\1 + ZiZj/ \1 + Z1Z2/

where J5" is an entire function. The invariant surfaces of (13) and (14)

are given by
n     m

Zi-Z2   = 7,

Zl — z2

1 + ZlZ2

respectively. The domain of definition of (14) must be restricted so

that no denominator can be zero.
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A PROPERTY OF QUASI-CONFORMAL MAPPING

H. L. ROYDEN

Let W\ and W2 be two open Riemann surfaces such that there is a

quasi-conformal [l] mapping ft of W\ onto 172. Then it is known

[2] that either both T7i and W2 have Green's function or else neither

has, i.e., quasi-conformal mapping preserves the class Og of those

surfaces which have no Green's function. From this one is led to the

conjecture that quasi-conformal mapping preserves the classes Ohb

and Ohd of surfaces which have no bounded harmonic function or

harmonic functions with a finite Dirichlet integral, respectively. In

the present paper we shall show that the ring IID of bounded har-

monic functions with a finite Dirichlet integral is the same for both

J7i and W2. This has as a consequence not only the result of Pfluger

on the preservation of the class Oq but also the preservation of the

class Ohd under quasi-conformal mapping.

Whether or not Ohb is preserved under quasi-conformal mapping is

an open question. Another interesting open question is whether or not

two topologically equivalent surfaces which have the same ring HBD

defined on them admit of a quasi-conformal mapping from one to the

other.

1. Some rings of functions. Let BD = BDi be the ring of all piece-

wise smooth functions defined on the Riemann surface W—Wi

which are bounded and have a finite Dirichlet integral. A topology

is introduced in BD by defining

/,-+/

if  |/„|   is uniformly bounded, / converges to / uniformly on every
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